iPhone 7 release date, specs, price and other
news
The rumors about iPhone 7 release date have been surfacing around the world and it is being
predicted that the this premium device could be launched in Q4 of the year 2016. There is no clear
understanding whether the new iPhone will be only iPhone 7 or iPhone 7 Plus too as some of
reliable sources believe it will be iPhone 7 and some other think the tech giant may release iPhone 7
Plus as well just like iPhone 6 and 6 Plus.

iPhone 7 is the most anticipated device of the year 2016 that I believe, could make debut any time in
winters just like iPhone 6S. The phone will be slightly larger than its predecessors and will be having
other ultra advanced technology. Since the Cupertino, California based tech giant releases new iOS
just before the launch of next generation iPhone, it is anticipated that the new iPhone, i.e. iPhone 7
gonna feature latest operation system with plenty of new interesting features, new UI, smarter SIRI,
ultra fast processor and improved camera for clicking sharper pictures.

iPhone 7 release date
If we talk about the siblings of iPhone 7, Apple followed a set pattern for their release but a few of
them were released at completely different time. If apple gonna follow the same cycle as it used for
iPhone 5 and 5S, 5C, iPhone 6 and 6 Plus, iPhone 6S we can anticipate that the release date of
iPhone 7 will fall sometimes in September 2016.

Also see: iPhone 7 Plus release date
The first iPhone was released in 2007 and it was the most hyped consumer product followed by
release of iPhone 3G, iPhone 3G S, iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, iPhone 5, apple iPhone 5S and 5C,
iPhone 6, 6 Plus and now iPhone 6S. Have a look at the release dates of different iPhones.

Model name

Release date

iPhone

June 2007

iPhone 3G

June 2008

iPhone 3G S

June 2009

iPhone 4

June 2010

iPhone 4S

October 2011

iPhone 5

September 2012

iPhone 5S and 5C

September 2013

iPhone 6 and 6 Plus

September 2014

iPhone 6S

September 2015

iPhone 7 and 7 Plus

September 7, 2016

So if we look at the pattern that Apple is following, the first four generation iPhone was released in
June month of each year with just one add release of iPhone 4S that was taken place in October
2012. The reason behind for the delay was that iPhone 4 was a huge success and the company
didn’t wanted to bring new iPhone in the market.
After that tech giant follow ed different cycle wherein all the new iPhone were being released in the
month of September. every year. So assuming Apple going to follow same pattern for iPhone 7 as
well, I can project the iPhone 7s release date will fall sometime during September 2016 however it
again depend on the company’s strategies when they want to launch new iPhone in the market.

iPhone 7 specifications
As far as specification is concern, there is not much news about it however since very new iPhone
(except S’s and C’s versions) are launched with latest iOS. So iPhone 7 will going to feature new OS
i.e. iOS 10 which possibly be announced latest by September 2016.
If we talk about the screen size, the device is going to feature a little bigger screen than its
predecessors i.e. iPhone 6 and 6 Plus which measure screen size of 4.7 and 5.5 respectively.
Therefore the new iPhone will probably feature 5.8 screen size with OLED display. As far as camera
is concern, iPhone 7 will sport improved 13 megapixel primary iSight camera with 8 megapixel
secondary one.

iPhone 7 price
With all these advanced features, I can anticipate the price of iPhone 7 may fall between the price
range of 800-900 USD depending upon different locations and GB memory. The Phone could be
available in contract with mobile carriers but at this point of time it is pretty hard to predict which
carrier will have the privilege. With contract, the consumer will have to spend a couple of hundred
dollar initially and rest can be paid in due course as contract lasts. Below are the tentative price of
iPhone 7 in different countries.
Model

Storage

USA

UK

Australia

iPhone 7

32 GB

$649

£599

AU$1079

128 GB

$749

£699

AU$1229

256 GB

$849

£799

AU$1379

32 GB

$769

£719

AU$1269

128 GB

$869

£819

AU$1419

256 GB

$969

£919

AU$1569

iPhone 7 Plus
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